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a b s t r a c t 

Information-centric networking (ICN) offers new perspectives on mobile ad-hoc communication because 

routing is based on names but not on endpoint identifiers. Since every content object has a unique name 

and is signed, authentic content can be stored and cached by any node. If connectivity to a content 

source breaks, it is not necessarily required to build a new path to the same source but content can also 

be retrieved from a closer node that provides the same content copy. For example, in case of collisions, 

retransmissions do not need to be performed over the entire path but due to caching only over the link 

where the collision occurred. Furthermore, multiple requests can be aggregated to improve scalability 

of wireless multi-hop communication. In this work, we base our investigations on Content-Centric Net- 

working (CCN), which is a popular ICN architecture. While related works in wireless CCN communication 

are based on broadcast communication exclusively, we show that this is not needed for efficient mobile 

ad-hoc communication. With Dynamic Unicast requesters can build unicast paths to content sources after 

they have been identified via broadcast. We have implemented Dynamic Unicast in CCNx, which pro- 

vides a reference implementation of the CCN concepts, and performed extensive evaluations in diverse 

mobile scenarios using NS3-DCE, the direct code execution framework for the NS3 network simulator. 

Our evaluations show that Dynamic Unicast can result in more efficient communication than broadcast 

communication, but still supports all CCN advantages such as caching, scalability and implicit content 

discovery. 

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) are composed of mobile

odes that create ad-hoc connections among themselves to en-

ble communication in areas without communication infrastruc-

ures. MANETs have been an active research area for more than

wo decades and diverse host-based proactive and reactive rout-

ng protocols have been proposed [1–4] . Host-based routing proto-

ols explore routing paths to destinations by forwarding messages

ased on endpoint identifiers. However, in case of high mobility,

outing paths may break such that communication is disrupted un-

il a path to a new content source can be found. In host-based

ommunication, content retrieval cannot be seamlessly resumed

rom an alternative content source since handover mechanisms are

equired to discover endpoints that can serve the same content.

urthermore, host-based communication may overload a network

r a server if popular content is requested by many users since
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he traffic scales with the number of requests from different users

popularity). 

Recently, information-centric networking (ICN) [5] has been

roposed to address shortcomings of host-based communication

uch as scalability, consumer mobility and security. In ICN, re-

uests are routed based on names towards content sources. Since,

very content object has a unique name and is signed by the

ublisher, authentic content can be cached at and retrieved from

ny node. We base our work on the Content-Centric Networking

CCN) [6] architecture, where users can broadcast Interests to re-

eive Data on the reverse path independent of the content loca-

ion. Then, if connectivity to a content source breaks, e.g., because

he distance becomes too long, requests can be satisfied by nearby

odes that store the same content. In case of collisions or disrup-

ions due to mobility, content does not have to be retransmitted

ver the entire path but can be retrieved from the closest interme-

iate cache. Furthermore, it is possible to identify identical user re-

uests to suppress redundant message transmissions and save en-

rgy. Hence, assuming that energy is a critical resource on mobile

evices, fewer message transmissions may prolong a device’s life-

ime. 
ormation-centric multi-hop routing for mobile ad-hoc networks, 
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Fig. 1. CCN message processing. 
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It has been shown that wireless ICN can outperform existing

host-based communication protocols such as Mobile IP [7] and

AODV [8,9] in terms of throughput and message efficiency in

highly mobile networks. Most wireless ICN routing protocols use

broadcast communication exclusively [8–12] to enable content re-

trieval from any content source (source flexibility). However, if all

messages are transmitted via broadcast and received by all nodes,

the message processing and energy overhead of every node would

increase (due to more message transmissions and fewer sleep cy-

cles). Furthermore, if nodes do not have sufficiently large caches,

there is no benefit in receiving and caching overheard Data mes-

sages because they are quickly replaced by new content. 

In this paper, we evaluate Dynamic Unicast , which does not

maintain source flexibility via broadcast for every single Inter-

est message. Instead, requesters perform flooding only to find a

content source and forward future requests directly to the same

source using unicast. If the content source becomes unavailable,

requesters can quickly revert to broadcast to find another content

source. The contributions of this paper are as follows: 

• We describe Dynamic Unicast, an information-centric routing

protocol for mobile ad-hoc networks. Dynamic Unicast is based

on implicit content discovery via broadcast and dynamically

created unicast links for efficient content retrieval. In contrast

to related work, Dynamic Unicast does not require location in-

formation or any modifications to ICN messages and can, there-

fore, be easily integrated with (partially) wired networks. 

• We describe two forwarding strategies for Dynamic Unicast and

compare them in different scenarios to broadcast communi-

cation. Our evaluations show that Dynamic Unicast is more

efficient than broadcast communication, but it still supports

caching, improved scalability with multiple requesters and im-

plicit content discovery. 

• We describe and evaluate a Content Request Tracker , which is

a data structure that keeps track of incoming unicast requests,

to replace multiple unicast transmissions with one broadcast

transmission (for improved communication efficiency). 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In

Section 2 we describe CCN and related work on wireless rout-

ing protocols. Section 3 describes Dynamic Unicast and forwarding

strategies for information-centric wireless multi-hop communica-

tion. In Section 4 , a Content Request Tracker is introduced as op-

tional extension to optimize message transmissions in case of mul-

tiple requesters. Evaluation results are shown in Section 5 and we

describe our lessons learned in Section 6 . Finally, we conclude our

work in Section 7 . 

2. Related work 

2.1. Content-Centric Networking 

Content-Centric Networking (CCN) [6] is a popular ICN architec-

ture that has been implemented in the CCNx Project [13] . In CCN,

content is organized in segments, which are included in Data mes-

sages signed by the content publisher. To retrieve a content object,

requesters need to sequentially transmit Interest messages for ev-

ery Data message of a content object. The final segment is marked

in the header of a Data message. Content names follow a hierar-

chical structure 

/c 0 / · · · /c n / f name/ v ersion/ ︸ ︷︷ ︸ 
Content Prefix for Dynamic Unicast 

s n 

which is composed of arbitrary name components c 0 , . . . , c n , a file

name fname , a version number that labels different versions of the

same content, and a segment number s n that marks each seg-

ment individually. To ensure globally unique names and support
Please cite this article as: C. Anastasiades et al., Dynamic Unicast: Inf

Computer Networks (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2016.03.0
longest-prefix) routing, content names may be aggregated by pub-

isher specific prefixes. 

In CCNx, message processing at each host is performed by the

CN daemon (CCND) as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Links to local applica-

ions or other hosts are called faces. 

The Content Store (CS) is a cache that holds received and for-

arded Data temporarily. When receiving an Interest, it is first

hecked whether the requested Data message can be found in the

S (step 1). If this is the case, the Data message can be returned

step 2) without further propagating the Interest. If Data cannot be

ound in the cache, the Pending Interest Table (PIT) is consulted

step 3). The Pending Interest Table (PIT) records from which faces

nterests have been received and to which faces they have been

orwarded. A PIT entry is removed if matching Data comes back or

f the Interest expires (based on the Interest lifetime defined in the

nterest header). Existing PIT entries prevent forwarding of similar

nterests (Interest aggregation). If there is no PIT entry (step 4), the

orwarding Information Base (FIB) defines over which faces Inter-

sts can be forwarded towards a content source (step 5). If there

re no matching FIB entries, Interests are dropped. After receiving

 Data message in return to an Interest, it is stored in the CS (step

). The freshnessSeconds field in the Data header determines how

ong a cached Data message remains valid until it expires. Based on

ecorded PIT information (step 7), Data messages can be forwarded

n the reverse path towards requesters (step 8). To enable dupli-

ate suppression, broadcast Data transmissions are scheduled with

 broadcast delay. Then, if a node overhears the transmission of the

ame Data message from another node, it can cancel a scheduled

ata transmission. 

Content can be persistently stored and provided to others by

epositories. Repositories are implemented as local applications,

.e., they receive and transmit messages via internal face to the

CND. 

.2. Mobile and wireless ad-hoc routing 

Existing MANET routing protocols have functional components

or path discovery, data dissemination and route maintenance. Path

iscovery is required to learn end-to-end paths between source

nd destination nodes, which can later be used for data dissem-

nation. In proactive protocols such as Optimized Link State Rout-

ng (OLSR) [14] , nodes select multipoint relays (MPRs) among two-

op neighbors and exchange topology control messages to create

outing tables to all available destinations. In reactive protocols,

nd-to-end paths are created on-demand by flooding route re-

uests and establishing paths via route replies transmitted on the
ormation-centric multi-hop routing for mobile ad-hoc networks, 
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everse path via unicast. In Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [15] , the

omplete forwarding node sequence is included in route replies

uch that sources learn complete paths to destinations. In Ad-

oc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV) [3] and AODVv2

4] forwarding nodes establish soft states to neighbors to create

op-by-hop forwarding paths between sources and destinations. 

After paths have been discovered, data dissemination is per-

ormed via unicast on the discovered paths. In case of mobility,

oute maintenance mechanisms are required to detect path breaks

nd keep routing information up-to-date. If proactive protocols de-

ect path breaks, they need to re-calculate network structures (e.g.,

PRs), and routing tables. Hence, they target rather static net-

orks. If reactive protocols detect path breaks, they remove in-

alid routing information and perform a new path discovery to

he same destination. However, if the previous destination is un-

eachable or very far away, complex handover mechanisms are re-

uired to find alternative content sources nearby. In contrast, CCN

equesters can seamlessly find new content sources since requests

re routed based on content names. 

Routing in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs, see [16] for a sur-

ey) has similarities to CCN because routing is data-centric, i.e.,

ata is requested based on names while node IDs of responding

odes are not important. A popular data-centric WSN routing pro-

ocol is Directed Diffusion (DD) [17] . In DD, a sink broadcasts In-

erests for names to find sensors with matching Data. The Interests

stablish soft states in forwarding nodes such that Data can travel

t a low rate via unicast on the reverse path. In contrast to CCN,

hese soft states are not deleted after receiving a data packet but

aintained to receive data at a specific rate until they expire. A

ink can re-inforce soft states positively (higher data rate) or neg-

tively (lower data rate). 

Despite similarities to CCN, data-centric WSN routing proto-

ols cannot be used as general purpose MANET routing protocols.

ince sensor networks are built for a specific purpose, e.g., mon-

toring the temperature, sensors can understand data values and

ggregate them. In CCN, data aggregation is not possible by in-

ermediate nodes because they (i) may not understand the data

nd (ii) would need to add new signatures when modifying data.

urthermore, WSNs target typically rather static scenarios with a

ink node that collects rather redundant data from multiple sen-

ors, while MANETs can be highly mobile comprising multiple re-

uesters and diverse content sources. 

.3. Wireless ICN routing 

Since ICN namespaces can be several orders of magnitude larger

han current IP address spaces and mobile topologies may change

ynamically, only reactive wireless ICN routing protocols have been

roposed for MANETs. In fact, analytical work [18] has shown that

aintaining routing information in mobile networks is costly such

hat flooding may be beneficial in case of high host churn. Since

outing is based on names, path discovery (also called content dis-

overy) can be performed implicitly while flooding requests for

ontent. 

Listen-First-Broadcast-Later (LFBL) [8] , E-CHANET [9] and

ontent-Centric Vehicular Networking (CCVN) [19] extend ICN

essages with additional fields including endpoint IDs (requester

nd content source), hop count and hop distance between end-

oints. If requesters do not know a content source, they flood In-

erest messages until they receive a Data reply from a content

ource (with all fields filled). Then, the next Interests are addressed

o the same content source by specifying content source ID and

op distance. Yet, LFBL, E-CHANET and CCVN transmit all messages

ia broadcast to benefit from increased content density (caching)

nd enable path maintenance (hop distances to content sources)

y overhearing Interest and Data messages. However, if endpoint
Please cite this article as: C. Anastasiades et al., Dynamic Unicast: Inf

Computer Networks (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2016.03.0
Ds are added to both Interest and Data messages, the communica-

ion is not strictly information-centric anymore. For example, han-

overs are required [9] to match Interests with cached Data mes-

ages when they contain different content source IDs. Similarly, In-

erest aggregation for multiple requesters becomes more complex

ecause of different endpoint IDs and potentially different hop dis-

ances. In particular, hop distances in cached Data messages may

e inaccurate in case of mobility. 

Wireless ICN communication without endpoint identifiers is

eneficial in case of high mobility [7] because ICN requests

an seamlessly retrieve content from any content source without

opology discovery. To ensure quick dissemination of ICN mes-

ages, location information can be encoded in names [10] en-

bling nodes farther away to re-broadcast packets earlier to make

ore progress. However, such a strategy would require forwarding

trategies to understand name semantics. 

To avoid complex forwarding strategies based on semantics,

 Link Adaptation Layer (LAL) [20] has been proposed to enable

roadcast support with location information (GPS coordinates) for

aw 802.11 frames. By that, each node can compute the distance

o a previous sender and trigger message forwarding based on

xpected progress and overheard transmissions. Navigo [12] is a

eographic ICN routing protocol based on LAL that binds content

ames to a producer’s geographic area (squares on a digital map).

hen, during an initial flooding, content sources can attach their

eographic area in returned Data messages such that future re-

uests can be directed towards the same area. While Navigo en-

bles efficient routing over large distances (although requiring lo-

alization mechanisms), it also results in an increased content den-

ity due to broadcast Data transmissions (caching). Hence, to avoid

uplicate Data transmissions for subsequent broadcast requests,

arge broadcast delays are required [21] . However, large broadcast

elays reduce the achievable throughput for wireless communi-

ation. In static networks, it may be possible to successively re-

uce broadcast delays by identifying preferred forwarders [22] , but

his may not work efficiently in highly mobile networks when pre-

erred forwarders may regularly move away. 

While broadcast delays are necessary during broadcast com-

unication to enable duplicate suppression, they are not required

uring unicast transmissions. Therefore, it may be beneficial to

void broadcast communication whenever unicast communication 

s possible. Reactive Optimistic Name-based Routing (RONR) [23] ,

hich has been designed for static sensor networks, uses broad-

ast to find a content source and configures unicast faces in the

IB on the reverse path. After a discovery phase, subsequent Data

an be retrieved from the content source via unicast path. In static

oT scenarios, RONR can reduce the number of radio transmissions

y up to 50% compared to broadcast and, thus, save energy on re-

ource constrained devices. However, RONR has not been designed

or and evaluated in mobile ad-hoc networks with changing con-

ectivity patterns that require dynamic Interest forwarding and FIB

pdates. 

We have seen that dynamically created unicast faces are bene-

cial for opportunistic one-hop communication [21] because short

ontacts to content sources can be better exploited due to faster

ontent retrieval times (no broadcast delays) and fewer duplicate

ata transmissions. In this paper, we extend previous work on Dy-

amic Unicast [21] in multiple ways. First, we extend one-hop Dy-

amic Unicast for multi-hop communication. This requires new In-

erest forwarding strategies and FIB update mechanisms to keep

orwarding information accurate. Second, we implement a Content

equest Tracker to perform unicast or broadcast transmissions de-

ending on the number of concurrent requesters. Third, we imple-

ent all described mechanisms in CCNx and not only a network

imulator. Forth, we evaluate the described mechanisms in diverse

cenarios with different topologies, node velocities and content
ormation-centric multi-hop routing for mobile ad-hoc networks, 
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Fig. 2. Implicit content discovery. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Content retrieval via configured unicast faces. Interest aggregation and Data 

caching is still possible. 

Fig. 4. Overhearing of Data messages to configure Dynamic Unicast faces in the FIB. 
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source densities (previous work [21] has only been evaluated with

one content source). The described mechanisms do not require GPS

coordinates and can be used without modifications of CCN Interest

and Data messages. 

3. Dynamic Unicast 

In this section, we describe Dynamic Unicast , which creates Dy-

namic Unicast faces to locally available content sources that are

discovered via broadcast requests. 

3.1. Protocol overview 

Fig. 2 illustrates implicit content discovery with Dynamic Uni-

cast. Requesters broadcast Interest messages, which are forwarded

by other nodes in transmission range. If multiple nodes receive an

Interest via broadcast, e.g., nodes 2 and 3 in Fig. 2 a, they may for-

ward it simultaneously resulting in a duplicate Interest transmis-

sion. If either node 2 or 3 forwards the Interest slightly before the

other node, a duplicate Interest transmission may be prevented be-

cause the same Interest is already included in the PIT. Hence, simi-

lar Interests from multiple requesters can be aggregated in the PIT

such that only one Interest is forwarded, e.g., at node 2 and 4 in

Fig. 2 a. If Interests reach a content source, Data messages return

on the reverse path via broadcast as illustrated in Fig. 2 b. All nodes

that overhear the Data transmission can configure a unicast face to

the previous hop in the FIB. Duplicate Data transmissions, e.g., at

node 3 in Fig. 2 b, may be prevented since broadcast Data transmis-

sions are delayed to enable duplicate suppression (see Section 2.1 ).

After the Data packet has reached the requesters, a hop-by-hop

unicast path to the content source has been configured in the FIBs

of all intermediate nodes. Thus, content retrieval can be performed

via unicast as illustrated in Fig. 3 . Although transmissions are per-

formed via unicast, Interest aggregation from different requesters

and Data caching is still supported. 

3.2. Enabling multi-hop communication 

To discover available content sources and enable Dynamic Uni-

cast, broadcast Interests need to be transmitted (see Section 3.1 ).

However, if no broadcast FIB entries are configured for the name

prefix, the corresponding Interests are dropped. To address this is-

sue, we have implemented a pass-through mechanism, which redi-

rects Interests without matching FIB entry to a broadcast face. In

previous work [21] , we enabled pass-through only for local appli-

cations but in this work we extend it for Interests from other hosts
Please cite this article as: C. Anastasiades et al., Dynamic Unicast: Inf

Computer Networks (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2016.03.0
o enable multi-hop communication. To limit Interest forwardings

y nodes that cannot reach a content source, users can define an

pper limit of Interests that can be forwarded via pass-through.

or example, a node may only allow one pass-through per content

ame, i.e., more Interests can only be forwarded if Data returns

nd a prefix is configured in the FIB or if the Interest expires and

s removed from the PIT. 

.3. Dynamic prefix registration 

Fig. 4 illustrates the prefix registration process at a requester.

pplications initiate content retrieval by transmitting Interests via

nternal face to the CCND (step 1), where a FIB lookup is per-

ormed (step 2). If the FIB does not contain a unicast face to a con-

ent source, the Interest is transmitted via broadcast (step 3) to-

ards any content source in the vicinity (pass-through). Forwarded

nterests are always included in the PIT (not shown in Fig. 4 ). After

eceiving a Data message on the reverse path (step 4), dynamic FIB

ntries can be configured towards the content source (step 5) and

he Data is forwarded further (step 6) based on PIT information.
ormation-centric multi-hop routing for mobile ad-hoc networks, 
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o maintain accurate forwarding information, the FIB is regularly

pdated (step 7, see Section 3.4 ). Dynamic FIB entries based on re-

eived Data messages are only configured if the corresponding In-

erests have been transmitted and the Data is new, i.e., not already

n the cache indicating that the Data has been received previously.

o configure a dynamic FIB entry, the node ID of the previous hop

nd the content prefix (content name without segment number)

re extracted. In our implementation, we use IP addresses as node

Ds, however, other node IDs such as MAC addresses or descriptive

ames would also be possible. These node IDs are not included in

CN messages but can be extracted from headers of packets that

ave transported CCN messages over the previous hop, e.g., IP or

AC packets. Hence, we do not use IP addresses for global end-

o-end routing but only to identify a next hop towards a content

ource. 

.4. Updating the FIB 

In mobile networks, connectivity to other nodes may change

uickly. Thus, it is crucial to remove outdated information from the

IB as quickly as possible because Interests transmitted over bro-

en paths increase message overhead and transmission times. We

elete expired information in two cases. 

First, we perform periodic update operations in the FIB to track

he number of received messages over a face. If no messages have

een received via a Dynamic Unicast face for some time, e.g., if

he neighbor is not in range anymore, the corresponding face is

utomatically deleted. If faces are deleted, the corresponding FIB

ntries need to be updated and entries without valid faces are re-

oved. This mechanism is already available in CCNx since Dynamic

nicast faces are already used in CCNx, i.e., they are created to re-

urn Data via unicast when Interests have been received via uni-

ast. However, we reduce the period to check whether the face is

till used from 16 s to 4 s to detect path breaks quicker (since path

reaks may occur frequently in mobile networks). Consequently,

lso valid paths are removed quicker if they are not used anymore,

imiting the number of active forwarding entries in the FIB. In the

orst case, i.e., too early deletion of a FIB entry, another Interest

eeds to be broadcast to establish a new path to a content source.

owever, this is not necessarily a disadvantage because it enables

equesters to find new (and potentially closer) content sources. 

Second, a requester may retrieve different content objects from

he same neighbor node via different paths, e.g., from two content

ources via a neighbor node as shown in Fig. 5 . Then, it is possible

hat a source, e.g., content source 2, may move away but the neigh-

or node is still in range to receive and forward messages from and
Fig. 5. Retrieving content via neighbor node. 
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o content source 1. Thus, the requester would still keep the face

o the neighbor node (because it receives messages) although con-

ent from source 2 cannot be retrieved anymore. This illustrates

hat automatic deletion of dynamically created unicast faces (case

 above) is not enough to support route maintenance for multi-

op communication. Consequently, we add a short prefix validity

ime of 5 s to each dynamically created FIB entry, i.e., slightly more

han the default Interest lifetime of 4 s such that retransmissions

in case of collisions) can be satisfied from nearby caches but bro-

en paths still expire quickly. Whenever a Data message is received

ver the configured face, the lifetime of the configured FIB entry is

xtended. Otherwise, the prefix is deleted from the FIB after 5 s. 

.5. Interest forwarding strategies 

Since multiple faces can be configured for the same prefix in

he FIB, forwarding strategies are required to define over which

aces Interests are forwarded. We evaluate two forwarding strate-

ies as described below. 

.5.1. Single Face Forwarding (SFF) 

This strategy establishes a single path from a requester to a

ontent source. Every Interest is first forwarded over the “best”

ace and if nothing has been received in return, it is forwarded

ia broadcast (fallback). If a unicast face is available, it is consid-

red the “best” face (priority over broadcast). If multiple unicast

aces are available, the face that has been (successfully) used the

ast time is considered the best face. 

.5.2. Parallel Face Forwarding (PFF) 

This strategy can establish multiple paths between requester

nd content source. If there are multiple unicast faces, the PFF

trategy sends the Interests over all unicast faces in parallel and

ot only over the “best” face as SFF. Interests are first forwarded

ia all unicast faces and if nothing has been received (on either

ace), they are forwarded via broadcast (fallback). 

. Content Request Tracker (CRT) 

If there are many concurrent requesters for the same content,

.g., for a video broadcast, a single broadcast transmission may be

ore efficient than multiple unicast transmissions. Therefore, we

ntroduce a Content Request Tracker (CRT) as optional extension of

he CCND message forwarding engine. A CRT is a hash table, which

aintains one CRT token (struct containing multiple connection

arameters) for each actively requested content prefix. A CRT can

e applied only at source nodes (CRT-S) or both source and re-

uester nodes (CRT-SR) as described in the following sections. 

.1. CRT at Source (CRT-S) 

Fig. 6 illustrates message processing at a content source. 

If a content source receives a unicast request, it checks the FIB if

he content is locally available in the repository (step 1). If the con-

ent is available, the corresponding CRT token is loaded or a new

RT token is created if it does not yet exist (step 2). At the content

ource, the CRT token maintains information about active unicast

onnections, i.e., number and node IDs of current requesters, and

he time when the last request has been received. The Interest can

hen be forwarded to the repository (step 3). Before Data can be

eturned to an individual requester based on PIT information (not

hown in Fig. 6 ), the CRT is consulted (step 4). If a certain number

f MAX_CRT different unicast requests has been received for the

ontent prefix, the content source transmits the Data message via

roadcast (step 5). In this case, all pending Interests in the PIT, i.e.,
ormation-centric multi-hop routing for mobile ad-hoc networks, 
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Fig. 6. CRT at source for CRT-S and CRT-SR. 

Fig. 7. CRT at requester for CRT-SR. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 

Wireless Configuration. 

Parameter Value 

Wireless Standard IEEE 802.11g, 2.4GHz 

Modulation ERP-OFDM, 

min. data rate: 6Mbps 

max. data rate: 54Mbps 

Propagation Loss Model Log distance 

with exponent: 3.0 

Reference loss: 40.0dB 

Error Model Nist error rate model 

Energy Detection Threshold -86.0dBm 

CCA Model Threshold -90.0dBm 
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with unicast faces that would be satisfied by the broadcast trans-

mission, are removed (not shown in Fig. 6 ). 

The CRT is regularly updated (step 6) by deleting CRT entries

for content prefixes if no new requests have been received for a

time T (in our implementation: 1 min). Furthermore, CRT entries

are deleted whenever the content source transmits the final seg-

ment of a content object. 

4.2. CRT at Source and Requester (CRT-SR) 

At the source, CRT-SR uses the same message processing as

CRT-S. Fig. 7 illustrates message processing at a requester. After

a Data message has been received via broadcast, the requester

checks in the PIT whether a unicast request has been transmit-

ted for it (not shown in Fig. 7 ). Then, the requester checks the

CRT for the content prefix (step 1). A requester keeps track of sub-

sequent broadcast responses to unicast requests in a CRT token,

i.e., last received segment number and number of subsequent Data

messages. Multiple broadcast Data responses would indicate that

a content source may have switched to broadcast (CRT-S) due to

many concurrent unicast requests. Thus, for a certain number of

MAX_CRT_REQ subsequent broadcast responses to unicast requests

at requesters (in our implementation: MAX_CRT_REQ = 2), dy-

namically created unicast faces are removed from the FIB (step

2). Then, the Data is forwarded to the application (step 3) trig-

gering the next Interest (step 4), which is transmitted via broad-

cast (step 5). To avoid fluctuations between unicast and broadcast,

new Dynamic Unicast faces are only created at a requester if no

CRT token is available for the content name, i.e., the requester has

not switched back to broadcast deliberately. The update process of

CRT-SR (step 6) is identical to CRT-S. 

5. Evaluation 

We have implemented Dynamic Unicast (DU) with Single Face

Forwarding (SFF) and Parallel Face Forwarding (PFF) strategies as
Please cite this article as: C. Anastasiades et al., Dynamic Unicast: Inf
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ell as CRT-S and CRT-SR in CCNx 0.8.2 [13] . However, all de-

cribed communication mechanisms can also be supported by

CNx 1.0. In dynamic networks, unicast faces cannot be statically

onfigured due to changing connectivity. Therefore, we compare

U to broadcast communication (as reference) in our mobile sce-

arios. All evaluations have been performed with NS3-DCE [24] on

 Linux cluster [25] . By that, we evaluate the same source code on

imulated nodes that would run on real wireless devices. Although

his evaluation strategy poses limitations in terms of network size

nd simulation times, we believe that it increases the credibility

nd practical relevance of our results. 

.1. Evaluation parameters 

The wireless configuration is listed in Table 1 . Every node has

n IEEE 802.11g wireless interface and we use a Lo g distance prop-

gation loss model. With the selected parameters, the transmission

ange is approximately 130 m (outdoor scenario). The unicast data

ate is adapted automatically based on the distance between two

odes. Since the broadcast data rate cannot be adapted, it is usu-

lly set to the lowest supported rate. 

In every evaluation, requesters retrieve a 5MB file (1280 seg-

ents à 4096 bytes) from one or multiple content sources. The

reshnessSeconds, i.e., how long each segment is valid in the cache,

s set to 300 s. 

We evaluate wireless (multi-hop) communication in different

obile and static scenarios with multiple requesters, forwarding

odes and content sources. The scenarios and selected topology

arameters are explained in the following sections. Since end-to-

nd paths during multi-hop communication can be disrupted, we

se a content retrieval application [26] , which persistently stores

eceived segments at a requester. Then, even in case of long dis-

uptions (when cached content may be deleted), content down-

oads can always be resumed from where they were stopped. 

DU establishes a path between requester and content source

uch that only nodes on the path receive and forward messages

a new path is established if the old path breaks). In contrast,

ith broadcast all nodes receive messages and decide individually

hether they forward them or not. To compare the two schemes

e evaluate the message overhead by the following formula. 

 v erhead = 

(∑ N 
i =1 m i 

N 

)(
1 

S 

)
, (1)

here N is the number of nodes in the network, m i is the num-

er of messages sent by node i and S is the content size (number

f segments). The left component in Eq. (1) denotes the average

umber of messages transmitted by a node. The average number

s normalized by the number of segments (right component) to re-

ate it to the number of required messages (segments). We have

valuated the message overhead separately for content sources,
ormation-centric multi-hop routing for mobile ad-hoc networks, 
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Fig. 8. Grid topology: content sources are placed in a grid, here shown for 4 con- 

tent sources. 

Table 2 

Evaluation parameters for grid topology. 

Parameter Value 

Nodes 1–36 static sources 

1–30 mobile requesters 

30 mobile forwarder nodes 

Playground Side length: 10 0 0 m 

Mobility Random waypoint mobility 

Node speed: 1.2 m/s 

Node pause: 0 s 
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Fig. 9. Cumulative content retrieval times of 30 requesters and different number of 

content sources. 

Fig. 10. Data overhead of content sources in case of 30 concurrent requesters. 
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equesters and forwarder nodes (neither requesters nor content

ources). Every configuration in each scenario has been evaluated

n 100 different runs and the boxplots show the average message

verhead of all evaluation runs. 

.2. Multiple sources and requesters 

Natural disasters, e.g., floodings, earthquakes, or wars may de-

troy communication infrastructures such that links to central

ervers are broken. In such scenarios, ICN may enable users to re-

rieve local emergency information from deployed wireless mesh

odes acting as content sources [27] . 

Fig. 8 illustrates the evaluation scenario. We use a square play-

round with a side length l playground of 10 0 0 m and assume that

ontent sources are deployed in a grid. Depending on the number

f content sources n sources , the playground is divided into smaller

egions and each region has a content source in the middle. The

ide length l region of these smaller regions is calculated by 

 region = 

l playground √ 

n sources 
(2) 

or example, Fig. 8 shows 4 content sources that are placed in the

iddle of regions with side lengths l region = 500 m . 

Table 2 lists the scenario parameters. Within the playground,

here are 1–30 mobile requesters, which want to retrieve the same

MB content concurrently, as well as 30 mobile nodes, which do

ot perform active requests but can forward received Interests

rom requesters. We evaluate the performance of concurrent re-

uests in topologies with 1–36 content sources (while 16 con-
Please cite this article as: C. Anastasiades et al., Dynamic Unicast: Inf

Computer Networks (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2016.03.0
ent sources are sufficient to ensure one-hop distance to a content

ource on the entire playground). 

Fig. 9 shows the cumulative content retrieval times of 30 re-

uesters that retrieve a 5MB file via multi-hop communication.

he cumulative content retrieval time denotes the time ( x -axis)

t which a certain number of requesters ( y -axis) has received the

omplete file. We only show the results for 1–16 content sources

ecause the results for 36 content sources overlap with 16 content

ources. As expected, the content retrieval times decrease with in-

reasing number of content sources. DU is better than broadcast

or all source configurations, even when content density is low,

.g., for 1 content source. Although broadcast Data transmissions

an be overheard by multiple nodes, which cache the content, con-

ent retrieval times via broadcast require more time due to two

ain reasons. First, DU can exploit short contact times to content

ources better due to (potentially) higher data rates and no broad-

ast delays. Second, overheard and cached content is beneficial in

ase of multiple requesters (popular content). However, for multi-

le requesters, the content density is also high with DU. Although

equesters cannot overhear and cache unicast Data transmissions

rom other requesters, they can still cache content, which they re-

uested themselves, resulting in shorter path lengths for other re-

uesters. For all source configurations, multi-path forwarding (DU

ith PFF) results in slightly worse performance than single-path

orwarding (DU with SFF) due to redundant Interest transmissions

y mobile nodes. 

Fig. 10 shows the transmitted Data messages by content sources

or 30 concurrent requesters. Content sources have a significantly

ower Data overhead value than 30, which would be the over-

ead if downloads from 30 requesters would be independent of

ach other as in host-based communication. Surprisingly, content

ources send fewer Data messages with DU than with broad-

ast despite multiple concurrent requests. While the difference be-

ween broadcast and DU is rather low for 1 content source (18%

ewer Data messages with DU), the differences increase for higher

ontent densities, e.g., 66% fewer Data messages with DU for 36

ontent sources. Since DU requests can be addressed to specific

ontent sources (but not multiple content sources at the same

ime as with broadcast), DU results in fewer Data transmissions
ormation-centric multi-hop routing for mobile ad-hoc networks, 
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Fig. 11. Static requester and content source with mobile nodes (Forwarders). 

Table 3 

Evaluation parameters for mobility scenarios. 

Parameter Value 

Nodes 1 static source 

1 static requester 

50 forwarder nodes 

Playground Side length: 374 m 

Distance: 500 m (source - requester) 

Mobility 1. No mobility, static 

2. Random waypoint mobility 

Node speed: 1.2 m/s, 14 m/s 

Node pause: 0–3600 s 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 12. Content retrieval time for static requester retrieving content from a source 

at a distance of 500 m. There are 50 mobile nodes (forwarders) moving at a velocity 

of 14 m/s. 

Fig. 13. Interest overhead of mobile nodes (velocity of 14 m/s) during multi-hop 

communication. 

Fig. 14. Data overhead of mobile nodes (velocity of 14 m/s) during multi-hop com- 

munication. 
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by content sources than broadcast. Despite unicast paths, the Data

overhead of content sources for DU is significantly lower than

with host-based communication due to in-network caching by re-

questers and mobile forwarders. 

5.3. Mobility during multi-hop communication 

In this section, we evaluate the impact of mobility on route per-

sistence during wireless CCN multi-hop communication. Fig. 11 il-

lustrates the investigated scenario. To enforce multi-hop commu-

nication, a static requester and a content source are placed at op-

posite corners of a square playground (10 m to the borders) in

500 m distance to each other. Table 3 lists the evaluation parame-

ters. There are 50 mobile forwarders, which move according to the

Random Waypoint mobility model and make occasional breaks, i.e.,

no mobility. The node pause denotes the maximum break time,

e.g., a node pause of 3600 s means that a node randomly waits

between 0 s and 3600 s. As reference, we also evaluate a static

scenario where static forwarders are randomly distributed in the

playground. 

Fig. 12 shows the content retrieval times of a requester retriev-

ing a 5MB file from the content source when mobile nodes move

with 14 m/s. The x -axis denotes the node pause times and the

rightmost graphs show the static case (no mobility). For DU with

SFF, content retrieval times decrease from a high mobility scenario

(node pause: 0 s) to a static scenario by 55% and for DU with PFF

they decrease by 60%. However, content retrieval times decrease

even with broadcast by 41% from the high mobility (node pause:

0 s) to the static scenario. Hence, we have repeated the same eval-

uation with a slower node velocity of 1.2 m/s and observed that

content retrieval times decrease only by 13% (DU with SFF) and

26% (DU with PFF) from the high mobility to the static scenario. 
Please cite this article as: C. Anastasiades et al., Dynamic Unicast: Inf
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Fig. 13 illustrates the Interest overhead by mobile forwarders

ith a velocity of 14 m/s. DU with SFF results in only 9% more

nterest transmissions in high mobility compared to the static sce-

ario, while DU with PFF results in 16% more Interest and broad-

ast in 11% more Interest transmissions in case of high mobil-

ty compared to the static scenario. For a lower node velocity of

.2 m/s, the increase of Interest messages from a static to a high

obility scenario is significantly lower, i.e., DU with SFF results

n only 0.4% more Interests and DU with PFF results in only 1.6%

ore Interests. This indicates that the main reason for longer con-

ent retrieval times in high mobility scenarios are path breaks. In

ur evaluations, we used the default Interest lifetime of 4 s, which

eans that Interest retransmissions are only triggered after a time-

ut of 4 s. However, if Interest lifetimes would be adapted based

n estimated round-trip times (RTT), communication may recover

aster from path breaks resulting in shorter content retrieval times

n high mobility scenarios . 

Fig. 14 illustrates the transmitted Data messages by mobile for-

arders with a velocity of 14 m/s. We can observe that the num-

er of transmitted Data messages with DU is almost constant, i.e.,

.9% (SFF) and 1.3% (PFF) more Data transmissions in a high mo-

ility compared to a static scenario. This means that breaking of

ymmetric Interest-Data forwarding paths is not an issue for DU.

n contrast, broadcast results in 62% more Data transmissions in

igh mobility compared to static scenarios. Since broadcast delays
ormation-centric multi-hop routing for mobile ad-hoc networks, 
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Table 4 

Evaluation parameters for multiple requesters. 

Parameter Value 

Nodes 1 static source 

1–48 static requesters 

50 forwarder nodes 

Playground Side length: 374 m 

Distance: 500 m (source - requesters) 

Mobility 1. No mobility, static 

2. Random waypoint mobility 

Node speed: 1.2 m/s 

Node pause: 0 s 

Fig. 15. Content retrieval times of multiple requesters from a source at a distance 

of 500 m. There are 50 static nodes, which forward the requests. 

Fig. 16. Interest overhead of static forwarders during multi-hop communication. 
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Fig. 17. Data overhead of static forwarders during multi-hop communication. 

Fig. 18. Multiple requesters placed at equidistance around a content source. 
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Table 5 

Evaluation parameters for CRT scenarios. 

Parameter Value 

Nodes 1 static source 

1–100 static requesters 

Playground Circle around content source 

Distance: 75 m (source - requesters) 

Mobility No mobility, static 
required for duplicate suppression) result in longer (and more

arying) round trip times, broadcast forwarding paths are suscep-

ible to mobility. 

.4. Multiple concurrent requests for multi-hop communication 

In this section, we evaluate the scalability of wireless CCN com-

unication over multiple hops. We use the same topology as in

ig. 11 but vary the number of static requesters between 1 and 48.

he evaluation parameters are listed in Table 4 . Besides a static

cenario, we also evaluate mobile forwarders with a velocity of

.2 m/s. 

Fig. 15 shows content retrieval times of multiple requesters that

etrieve the same 5MB file via static forwarders from the content

ource. From 1 to 32 requesters, the transmission time increases

y a factor of 10.2 for DU with SFF, i.e., less than linear, and only

y a factor of 2.2 for broadcast. However, even for 32 concur-

ent requesters, DU with SFF results in 88% shorter transmission

imes than broadcast. This observation is consistent with the In-

erest overhead of forwarders illustrated in Fig. 16 . From 1 to 32

equesters, the Interest overhead increases only by a factor of 7 be-

ause similar Interests can be aggregated in the PIT. For broadcast,

he Interest overhead increases even only by a factor of 2.5 from

 to 32 requesters, but this is mainly because broadcast Interest

ransmissions are already on a high level for only a few requesters.
Please cite this article as: C. Anastasiades et al., Dynamic Unicast: Inf
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For more than 48 concurrent requesters, DU with SFF results

n longer content retrieval times than broadcast (see Fig. 15 ) be-

ause the network is overloaded with Interest messages. In this

ase, Interests cannot be aggregated efficiently anymore resulting

n a significant increase of Interest transmissions (see Fig. 16 ). In

ase of mobile nodes, Interest aggregation is less efficient than in

he static case (due to changing paths), but even for 32 concur-

ent requesters, DU with SFF has still 59% shorter content retrieval

imes than broadcast. 

Fig. 17 shows the Data overhead of static forwarders. The Data

verhead increases only by a factor of 17 (DU with SFF) from 1

o 48 requesters due to shorter path lengths (caching). We have

lso observed the Data overhead at content sources and found that

or up to 32 concurrent requesters, the content source sends less

han 1% more Data messages compared to a single requester and

or 48 concurrent requesters, the increase is only 13.5% more Data

essages (less efficient Interest aggregation). 

In the mobile scenario, the Data overhead of forwarders in-

reases even only by a factor of 14.8 (DU with SFF) from 1 to 48

equesters because some redundant unicast paths (due to multiple

equesters) may break more easily with mobility and retransmis-

ions can be satisfied by nearby caches. Since Interest messages

re significantly smaller than Data messages, i.e., 50 bytes vs. 4500

ytes, a reduction of Data transmissions has a larger impact on the

etwork traffic than fewer Interest transmissions. Thus, even for

8 concurrent requesters, DU results in lower network traffic than

roadcast. 

.5. Content Request Tracker 

In this section, we evaluate the performance of a Content Re-

uest Tracker (CRT) for multiple concurrent requesters in one-hop

istance from a content source as illustrated in Fig. 18 . Table 5
ormation-centric multi-hop routing for mobile ad-hoc networks, 
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Fig. 19. Content retrieval times for static requesters in one-hop distance. 

Fig. 20. Content retrieval time for multiple concurrent requesters. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 21. Data overhead of content source for multiple concurrent requesters. 
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lists the evaluation parameters. Between 1 and 100 requesters are

placed at a distance of 75m from the content source. 

5.5.1. Parameter selection 

Different parameters could be selected as decision criterion for

unicast or broadcast communication. For example, if the number

of transmitted Data messages would be considered, transmissions

would always be performed via broadcast for more than 1 concur-

rent requester. In this work, we select the content retrieval time as

decision criterion. 

Fig. 19 shows content retrieval times ( y -axis) of multiple con-

current requesters ( x -axis) for the same 5MB file using broad-

cast or unicast communication. For only a few requesters uni-

cast content retrievals are faster than broadcast but for more

than 50 requesters, broadcast is faster. Based on this observation,

we set MAX_CRT to 40 concurrent requests. At requesters we set

MAX_CRT_REQ to 2 subsequent broadcast Data replies to unicast re-

quests. 

5.5.2. CRT-S vs. CRT-SR 

Fig. 20 shows content retrieval times of multiple concurrent re-

questers for the same 5MB file using unicast, broadcast, CRT-S (CRT

only at the content source) and CRT-SR (CRT at content source and

requesters). 

Surprisingly, CRT-S becomes worse than unicast above

MAX_CRT . This is because requesters still transmit requests

via unicast while the content source responds via broadcast (lower

data rate than unicast). Then, if unicast Interests from requesters

do not arrive at exactly the same time, the content source may

broadcast the same Data messages multiple times as response to

each Interest because it does not remember already transmitted

Data messages. To improve the performance, requesters need to

switch back to broadcast requests as well. CRT-SR performs similar

to broadcast for many concurrent requesters, i.e., CRT-SR requires

only 22% more time than broadcast for 100 requesters. Compared

to unicast, CRT-SR results in 53% shorter content retrieval times

for 100 requesters. 

Fig. 21 shows the Data overhead of the content source for mul-

tiple requesters. Below MAX_CRT , the number of Data messages

transmitted by a content source using CRT increases linearly with
Please cite this article as: C. Anastasiades et al., Dynamic Unicast: Inf

Computer Networks (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2016.03.0
he number of requesters similar to unicast. However, for more

han MAX_CRT concurrent requesters, content sources with CRT-SR

end only 15% more Data messages compared to broadcast because

equesters switch to broadcast communication. Thus, the parame-

er MAX_CRT sets an upper bound on Data transmissions with CRT-

R. Lower MAX_CRT values may result in lower upper bounds but

n longer content retrieval times. 

. Lessons learned 

.1. Routing in mobile networks 

Evaluations have shown that Dynamic Unicast with single path

outing (SFF strategy) performs better than multi-path routing (PFF

trategy) in terms of retrieval times and message overhead. Fur-

hermore, Dynamic Unicast performs better than broadcast even

or low content densities because short contact times to content

ources can be better exploited. Although broadcast communica-

ion is efficient to quickly find a content source, it is not required

o perform all communication via broadcast. Particularly for high

ontent densities, Dynamic Unicast shows clear benefits compared

o broadcast due to fewer duplicate transmissions. 

.2. Impact of mobility 

Dynamic Unicast performs best in static scenarios but the per-

ormance degrades only slightly if nodes move with pedestrian

peeds. However, for vehicular speeds, content retrieval times in-

rease significantly compared to static scenarios. The main reasons

or the degradation are path breaks that are only detected after

nterests have timed out. While the number of Interest transmis-

ions increases slightly for more mobile scenarios, the number of

ransmitted Data messages remains nearly constant. Thus, adap-

ive Interest lifetimes [27] based on measured round-trip times are

equired to enable more seamless communication in high mobil-

ty scenarios. Surprisingly, the performance of broadcast commu-

ication decreases also with mobility. In particular, the number

f transmitted Data messages during broadcast communication in-

reases significantly in high mobility compared to static scenarios

in contrast to Dynamic Unicast), which indicates that symmetric

nterest – Data forwarding paths may break more easily due to

roadcast delays. 

.3. Scalability for multiple requesters 

Evaluations with multiple requesters have shown that Interest

essages can be efficiently aggregated in the PIT such that trans-

itted Interests do not drastically increase with increasing number

f requesters (as long as the medium is not overloaded). In case

f mobility, Interest aggregation works slightly less efficient since

eighboring nodes, i.e., forwarding paths, may change slightly. Fur-

hermore, Dynamic Unicast over multiple hops results in fewer
ormation-centric multi-hop routing for mobile ad-hoc networks, 
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ata transmissions than broadcast even for many concurrent re-

uesters in static and mobile scenarios. Due to caching, most re-

uests can be satisfied by intermediate caches and do not need to

e forwarded to a content source. 

.4. Replacing multiple unicast transmissions with one broadcast 

ransmission 

We have observed that replacing multiple unicast Data trans-

issions with one broadcast transmission as proposed with the

ontent Request Tracker is quite complex. It is not enough if only

 content source switches to broadcast when requesters still trans-

it their requests via unicast. However, if requesters switch to

roadcast requests as well, a content source has no means of

nowing how many nodes are still interested in the content, i.e.,

hether broadcast is required. Particularly in mobile environments

here connectivity changes frequently, the decision whether to

se broadcast or unicast cannot be done once but needs to be

e-evaluated periodically. Thus, instead of using CRT-SR in com-

ination with Dynamic Unicast, i.e., reverting to broadcast com-

unication in case of multiple requesters, it may be more effi-

ient to avoid Dynamic Unicast, i.e., individual unicast links, for

ertain content prefixes in the first place, e.g., because the con-

ent is of high importance such as in emergency or disaster

cenarios. 

. Conclusions and future work 

We have explored information-centric routing in mobile and

ireless ad-hoc networks. While broadcast is beneficial to quickly

nd a content source, it is not required to perform all message

ransmissions via broadcast. Instead, Dynamic Unicast enables re-

uesters to retrieve content from the same content source until

t becomes unavailable. We have described two forwarding strate-

ies for Dynamic Unicast as well as an optional Content Request

racker to enable one broadcast transmission instead of multiple

ndependent unicast transmissions. All mechanisms have been im-

lemented in the CCNx framework and evaluated using NS3-DCE. 

Evaluations have shown that CCN can effectively improve scal-

bility of wireless communication because multiple requests can

e aggregated and content can be retrieved from caches such

hat only a fraction of requests needs to be forwarded to con-

ent sources. Dynamic Unicast results in significantly shorter con-

ent retrieval times and fewer Data transmissions than broadcast

or high content densities, but surprisingly it performed also bet-

er than broadcast for low content densities. 

As future work, adaptive Interest lifetimes based on round-trip

imes may help to detect path breaks quicker and, thus, improve

erformance of Dynamic Unicast in case of high mobility. Further-

ore, the usage of different MAC protocols can be investigated

uch as IEEE 802.11p for vehicular networks or new MAC protocol

esigns tailored for information-centric wireless communication. 
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